Let G be a graph of order n. In this paper, we prove that if G is a 2-connected graph of order n such that for all u, ve V(G),
Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper will be finite and simple. For such a graph G, let [dist(u, v)=2}, where dist(u, v) is the distance between u and v in G.
NC(G)=min { IN (u)w N(v)] luv ¢_ E(G) },

NC2(G)=min{IN(u)wN(v)i
In 1989, Faudree et al. [3] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Afterwards, Lindquester proved that under the weaker neighborhood union condition NC2(G)>~(2n-1)/3, the conclusion of Theorem 1 also holds.
]). If G is a 2-connected graph of order n>~3 and NC(G)>~(2n-1)/3, then G is hamiltonian.
Theorem 2 (Lindquester [5-]). If G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC2(G) >~ (2n--1)/3, then G is hamiltonian.
Recently, Jackson showed that if we allow three families of exceptional graphs then the bound (2n-1)/3 in Theorem 1 can be lowered to (n + 3)/2.
Theorem 3 (Jackson [4]). If G is a 2-connected graph of order n and N C (G) >~ (n + 3)/2, then either G is hamiltonian, or G is a spanning subgraph of one of the following non-hamiltonian graphs:
(a) K2 + (Kp u Kq ~ Kr) , where p, q, r >~ 1; (b) KI+ (KpuKq~K, uT) , where p,q,r>~2, and T is the edge set of a triangle containing exactly one vertex of Kp, Kq and Kr; (c) Kp u Kq u K, u Taw T2 , where p, q, r >~ 3 and Tl and 7"2 Kp, Kq and K,. Here the plus sign denotes the join of two graphs.
are the edge sets of two vertex disjoint triangles each containing exactly one vertex from
Broersma et al. [2] obtained the following improvement of Theorem 3, which was conjectured in [4] .
Theorem 4 (Broersma et al. [2]). If G is a 2-connected graph of order n>~3 and NC(G) >1 n/2, then either G is hamiltonian, or G is equal to the Petersen graph, or G is a spanning subgraph of a graph in one of families (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.
In [4] , Jackson also put forward another question as to whether Theorem 3 is true or not under the condition NC2(G)~(n+3)/2. In this paper, we will answer that question affirmatively by proving the following theorem. KpuKquK, uTlwT2 for some p, q, r>>.3 with p + q + r = n, or G is a spanning subgraph of a graph in one of families (a) and (b) of Theorem 3.
Theorem 5. If G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC2 (G)>>. (n + 3)/2, then either G is hamiltonian, or G is equal to
Obviously, Theorem 5 generalizes Theorems 1-3. Note that all graphs in families (a)-(c) of Theorem 3 have connectivity 2. From Theorem 5, we immediately obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6. If G is a 3-connected graph of order n and NC2(G)>>.(n+ 3)/2, then G is hamiltonian.
As an analogue of Theorem 4, we propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 7. If G is a 2-connected graph of order n and NC2(G)>~n/2, then either G is hamiltonian, or G is equal to the Petersen graph, or G is a spanning subgraph of a graph in one of families (a)-(c) of Theorem 3.
If true, Conjecture 7 would generalize Theorems 1-5. As a weaker version of Conjecture 7, we give the following conjecture.
Conjecture 8. If G is a 3-connected graph of order n and NC2(G)~> n/2, then either G is hamiitonian, or G is equal to the Petersen graph.
A graph G is said to be homogeneously traceable if for each vertex c, G has a hamiltonian path P such that v is an end-vertex of P. Shen, the first author of this paper, and others have proved that under the condition of Conjecture 7, either G is homogeneously traceable or G is a spanning subgraph of a graph in one of families (a! and (b) of Theorem 3.
Definitions and preliminary lemmas
We use [1] for terminology and notation not defined. ({u, v}) . If H is a subgraph of G, then N (H):= N(VtH)).
We define the distance between u and v in G, denoted by dista (u, v) , as the minimum of the lengths of all paths joining u and v in G. If G is non-complete, let NC(G) denote min {]Nc, (u, v) 
If no ambiguity can arise, we usually omit the subscripts G of dist~ and N~.
We denote by C a cycle C with a given orientation. If u, ve V(G) then u(Sv denotes the consecutive vertices on C from u to v in the direction specified by ~'. The same vertices, in reverse order, are given by v(Tu. We will consider uC;v and v~'u both as paths and as vertex sets. We use u + to denote the successor of u on ~; and u-to denote its predecessor; u++:=(u+}+ and u--:=(u-)-.
If Ac_V(C), then A + := { v + ]ve A r~ V(C) } u (A \ V(C)) and A -:= { v-[ v e A c~ V(C) } u (A \ V(C)). Denote N +(A)=(N(A)) + and N-(A)=(N(A)) .
If G is a 2-connected non-hamiltonian graph of order n, then for any longest cycle C of G we have G\ V(C)¢O. Let H be a component of G\ V(C). By the 2-connectedness of G, we have that N(H)c~V(C)¢O. Let vl, v2 ..... vk By the symmetry of (S and t?, we have that all the following results are still true if we replace ul by wi and wj by uj for any i,j~{1,2 .... ,k}.
By the maximality of C, for any
yieN-(ul)c~(uiCwi+l)
and Yj~N-l(ui) 
is longer than C, a contradiction.
Along u + C;wi+ 1 (resp. ul-~ C'wl), let al (resp. bl) be the last vertex adjacent (resp. non-adjacent) to u~. And along u~_~Cwi-(resp. uS?w~+~), let c~ (resp. d~) be the first vertex adjacent (resp. non-adjacent) to w~. Then we have the following claims:
(1') d~ and yj are not joined by a path which is internally disjoint from C~H.
In fact, by (5) it is obvious that (1') holds. By the definition of d~, we get that (2' Similarly, we have
S ~ N (ui, y) c~(ui-l C vi)=O.
If z~Sc~N(y)~(uiCy), then z + :~y by (1) and the definition of S, and the cycle zyC, z + ui-, (?vixiHxi-x vi-, C y + uiCz
is longer than C, a contradiction, hence S ~ N(y)c~ (ui Cy)= 0. By the definitions of x, y and S, and by (3), we have Sc~N(ul)c~(uiCy)=O. Then
S ~ N (ui, y)~(uiC y)=O.
By the definition S,S\ V(C)=N(ui_~,x~_l)\ V(C).
By (1) and (2), we also have that
(S ~ N (ui, y)) \ V(C) = (N (ui_ 1, xi-1) ~ N (ui, y)) \ V(C) = O.
Summarizing, we get that S c~ N (ui, y) = 0.
Because dist (ut, y) = 2, we get that I N(ui, Y) I >/NC2 (G). Then
2NC2(G)<.-.IU(ut-l,xt-l)l +lN(ut, y)l<-..ISl+4+lU(ut, y)l <--.ISw U(ut,y)l+4<-..I V(G)k{Xt_l,y}l+4=n+ 2.
This contradicts NC2 (G) >~ (n + 3)/2.
(ii) If k=2, then vi-1 =vi+l, and so By (2) and the choice of y, we have xi-l,y¢ SwN(ui,y) . -(ui_l,xi_l)c~X(ui)m (ui_lCvi)~_{wi}, i.e., Sc~N(ui)c~(ui-lCvt) =O. By (1), (2) and the definition of S, we have 
N (u,)c~ V(C) =_ V(C) \ {ut+ , } =u,+-, ~vt+ l.
ly6E(G) by (i), then ui-lyrE(G) and uty-EE(G) contradict (3). Let
S = {z-[z~(N(ut_ 1, xt-1 )c~ V(C))\ {vt, vt+ 1, at, a + } } {z[z6 N (ut-1, xi-1 )\ V(C)}, then I S[ 7> [ N(ui_ 1, xt-1 )[ --4 ~> NC2 (G)--4 and aZ, ai, wi, wt-1, xi-1, Y ¢ S.
(S ~ N (ui))\ V(C) = (N (ui-1, xi-1 ) c~ N(ui))\ V(C) = O.
x'E(N(ui)r~N(wj))\ V(C). We have that wiui + ~ E(G), otherwise the cycle
is longer than C, a contradiction. Then by Lemma l(iii), we have that
N (wl) ~ V(C) c_ vl-l (2ui (use C with reverse orientation) and N (ui~ )c~ V(C) ~_ viC wj (use the component H' ~ V(G)\ V(C) with x' ~ V(H')).
By ( is longer than C, a contradiction.
Cwjx uiv~x~HxjvjCw~x u~ is longer than C, a contradiction. So, we have (N(wi, xi) 
Summarizing, we get S c~ N(u + , x') = 0. Hence, [SI+ 1 +[N(u+, x')l = [SwN(u~+, x') 
2NC2(G)<~
This contradicts NC2 (G) >1 (n + 3)/2.
(ii) Otherwise, we have
Moreover, we have g-(wi+l)c~N(ui,bi)c~(vi+lC;bi) =O by (3') and (5), (N(w,+l)c~g(u~,bO) \ V(C)=O by (i) and (3'). -[z~(N(w,+ l,x,+ l) n V(C)) \ {v,,c,+ ~,c,+l } } ~{zlzeN(wi+l,xi+x) 
S={z
Then [S[ >~[N(wi+ l, xi+ l ¢ S w N(ul, bi) and S ~N (ui, bl) =O. Hence 2NC2(G) <~ I N(w~+ 1, x,+ 1) 1 + IN(u, b3l ~ ISI + 3 + IN(u, b~)l =lSw N(ui, bi) [+ 3 <~[ V(G) (ii) w? ui ~ E(G), i.e., N(ui) = {z + [ze(N(w,, x,) c~ (bi+~ Cw,) )\ {vi+~ } } w {z-[ze(N (wi, x,)c~(viCbi-+ l) and wi, u~+l, Vi+l, Xi, b~+~ 4; S, hence xi, bi+l 4; SuN(ui+l, bi+l) . Moreover, we have S~N(ui+~,bi+~ )=13. In fact, by the definition of S we get that wi, Vi+l, Ui+l 4; S~N(ui+l, bi+l) . By (5) Then dist (xi, x') = 2 and
and any component H (~[ G\ V(C), and if NC2(G)>~(n+ 3)/2 then
(i) N(ui)c~N(wi) ~_ V(C), (ii) uiwi+ aeE(G), i.e., G[ui(TWi+ l] is complete.
N (xi,x') ~_ (V(H)w V(H')w(N(xi,x')n V(C)))\ {xi,x'}, i.e., IN(x~,x')I<~IV(H)wV(H')]+I.
By the maximality of C, there exist u,v~V(C) satisfying dist (u,v)=2 and N(u,v) 
n(V(H)uV(H'))=O. This implies N(u, v) ~_ V(G)\(V(H)u V(H')u {u, v}). Hence,
2NC2(G) ~lN(xi,
x
This contradicts NC2(G) >~(n + 3)/2. (B) ui q~ N(H').
Otherwise, we assume that x'6 V(H') and uix'EE(G). By Lemmas 2(i), and 4, we know that wix'q~ E(G) and wi+lx'q~ E(G) and dist(wi+l,x')=2. By Lemmas 1 and 3, we get
N(wi+l,x') c ' ~ __ V(H )u(viCui+ x)u(N (wi+ l)\ V(C))u(N(H')n V(C))\ {wi+ a,x } and
N (wl,xl) ~ (V(H) u(vi+ l Cui)u(N (wi) \ V(C))) \ {wl,xi}.
By (1) we have (N(wi)nN(wi+l))\ V(C)=0, hence N (wi+ 1, x')~ N (wi, xi) ~-{ui+ 1 } u ((N(H) 
u N (H'))n V(C))
and N (wi+ l,x')u N (wi,xi) ~ V(G) \ {xi, x', wi, wi+ l }. But [N(wi+l,x') ] >~NC2 (G) and IN(wi, xi) l >>-NC2(G) (by (4) ). Hence, 2NC2(G)<<. IN(w~+ 1, x')l +lN (w~,xi)[ <~1V(G)\{x,x',w~,w~+l}l+ 5=n+ l. This contradicts N C2 ( G) >~ (n + 3)/2.
